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Time Preferences: Why Should We Care?

Intertemporal choices are all over:
Borrowing, savings, default.
Diet, exercise.
Human capital accumulation.
The preferences that govern these situations are necessarily
important.
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A Motivating Example

Mischel et al. (1989) (Science):
Task: Wait 15 minutes watching a marshmallow. Get another
marshmallow.
35 Stanford students... Stanford preschool.
ρ(seconds, SATV ) = 0.42∗∗∗
ρ(seconds, SATQ ) = 0.57∗∗∗ .
300 more seconds → 40 more SATQ points.
Ability to delay gratification (maybe time preference) apparently
matters for life outcomes.
And not everyone likes marshmallows → time preference experiments.
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Why Experiments?
A core of papers identifying time preferences (even non-standard!)
from aggregate consumption data: Hausman (1979); Warner and
Pleeter (2001); Read and van Leeuwen (1998); DellaVigna and
Malmendier (2006); Lawrance (1991); Gourinchas and Parker
(2002); Cagetti (2003); Laibson et al. (2003, 2005)
General strategies:
Inference from consumption (appliance, membership purchase) or
income (lump sum vs. installment payment) choices.
Estimate consumption growth rates (Euler equation links this to
preferences).
Method of simulated moments to match population moments
(consumption, borrowing, savings).

Aggregate model fitting is important... so are individual
predictions.
It would also be nice to get consistency across field studies and
lab experiments.
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Experimental Background
Utility Function: U(ct , ct+1 , ..., ct+k )
Separable, stationary, exponentially discounted utility:
U = u(ct ) + δ × u(ct+1 ) + ... + δ k × u(ct+k )
Relax exponential... maybe hyperbolic:
U = u(ct ) + 1/(1 + α) × u(ct+1 ) + ... + 1/(1 + αk ) × u(ct+k )
Relax exponential... maybe quasi-hyperbolic:
U = u(ct ) + βδ × u(ct+1 )... + βδ k × u(ct+k )
Strategy in experiments:
Two periods: t, t + k .
Attempt to find indifference point where:
u(ct ) ≈ δ k u(ct+k )
Calculate (or estimate) δ or α or β and δ
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Experimental Designs
For a great review of experimental methods and findings see Frederick
et al. (2002); Harrison et al. (2005b)
Methods:
Willingness to pay/accept (BDM). ‘State the lowest amount you’d
be willing to accept today instead of $X in one month’
Matching Tasks: ‘I am indifferent between ( ) today and $X in one
month’
Choice Tasks (Multiple Price Lists) ‘Which do you prefer: $X today
or $Y in one month’
Payment:
Real versus hypothetical.
Money versus consumption.
Stakes.
Payment transaction costs.
Front End Delay (FED).
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Consensus: The Multiple Price List
Experimental consensus appears to be forming around Multiple Price
List (MPL) methodology
Coller and Williams (1999)
Harrison et al. (2002)
Choices between a smaller, sooner reward and a larger, later reward.
Example: Option A (TODAY) or Option B (IN A MONTH)
Decision (1):
Decision (2):
Decision (3):
Decision (4):
Decision (5):
Decision (6):
Decision (7):

$ 49 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
$ 47 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
$ 44 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
$ 40 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
$ 35 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
$ 29 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
$ 22 guaranteed today - $ 50 guaranteed in a month
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Results: Good News and Bad News
The Good News:
1

Interesting socio-demographic correlates.

2

Experimentally obtained present bias.

3

Experimental present bias correlates with real world outcomes.

4

Neurological studies of discounting

The Bad News:
1

Arbitrage prediction of no useful information.

2

Discount factor estimates inconsistent across studies.

3

Discount factor estimates are generally very low.

4

Payment reliability conflated with discounting.

5

Some very important, undelivered correlations... retirement
savings.
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1. Interesting Results thus Far: Demographics
Interest in the demographic correlates of time preferences
(Harrison et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2009).
Linked to a psychological literature on demographic differences in
personality traits (see, e.g. Costa and McCrae, 1994)
A regression of this type would look like:
VOL.92 NO. 5

HARRISONET AL.: ESTIMATINGDISCOUNTRATESIN DENMARK

1613

TABLE2-REGRESSION ANALYSISOF DISCOUNTRATE RESPONSES

Variable
T6
T12
T24
T36
MULTIPLE
FEMALE
YOUNG
MIDDLE
OLD
MIDDLE1
MIDDLE2
RICH
SKIIT,FrD
STUDENT
LONGEDU
COPEN
TOWN
OWNER
RETIRED
UNEMP
SINGLE
KIDS
GSIZE
BALANCE
CHANCES

Coefficient

Standarderror

t

P > Itl

34.86076
28.95233
27.44078
27.87162
0.8359218
1.014945
-1.094671
0.1785973
-0.4595653
-1.305936
-3.214197
-5.341135
0.7426614
4.204929
-9.202757
-1.13076
3.171888
-3.764708
12.37832
-7.769304
-2.401655
0.2497801
0.0238708
1.829445
7.648062

7.908359
7.976701
8.018661
8.046035
2.228436
2.713695
3.934629
3.446215
3.754661
3.674648
4.309141
4.102213
3.275909
5.285858
3.174322
3.209827
2.845343
3.030948
5.048285
4.437314
3.009327
3.11824
0.3650134
2.61292
3.996732

4.41
3.63
3.42
3.46
0.38
0.37
-0.28
0.05
-0.12
-0.36
-0.75
-1.30
0.23
0.80
-2.90
-0.35
1.11
-1.24
2.45
-1.75
-0.80
0.08
0.07
0.70
1.91

0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.708
0.709
0.781
0.959
0.903
0.723
0.456
0.194
0.821
0.427
0.004
0.725
0.266
0.215
0.015
0.081
0.426
0.936
0.948
0.485
0.057
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90-percent confidence interval
21.8014
15.78012
14.19928
14.58491
-2.843975
-3.466278
-7.592065
-5.512261
-6.659771
-7.374014
-10.33004
-12.11527
-4.666965
-4.523798
-14.44463
-6.431263
-1.52673
-8.769821
4.041905
-15.0968
-7.371065
-4.899481
-0.5788889
-2.485364
1.048115

47.92012
42.12454
40.68228
41.15832
4.515818
5.496168
5.402722
5.869455
5.740641
4.762143
3.901641
1.432997
6.152288
12.93366
-3.960884
4.169742
7.870505
1.240406
20.71473
-0.4418082
2.567755
5.399041
0.6266305
6.144253
14.24801

1. Interesting Results thus Far: Demographics

General results:
Different samples give different correlations...but
Wealthy more patient than poor.
Women more patient than men.
Educated more patient than uneducated.
Age goes either direction depending on sample.
Heroin deprived and addicts are robustly less patient.
Nothing really correlates with present bias.

R 2 values, when available, are generally low (.05-.10).
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2/3. Interesting Results thus Far: Robust Present Bias
Present-biased preferences obtained in a variety of experiments
(25-35% of within subjects). Knocked out by big FEDs.
Two flavors of present bias (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 1999)
1
2

Naive: No idea that future selves will again be present-biased.
Sophisticated: Full knowledge that future selves will be
present-biased. Play SPE.

Ashraf et al. (2006): Savings commitment devices.
Present-biased women 16∗ %-age points (50%) more likely to take
up commitment device. Nothing for men.
Meier and Sprenger (2010): Credit card borrowing.
Present-biased more likely to borrow and, conditional on
borrowing, borrow 25∗∗∗ % more.
Counterpoint: Dynamic consistency of 1-month δ ‘fits in’ with last
month of 4-month δ in longitudinal study (Harrison et al., 2005a).
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4. Interesting Results thus Far: Neurological Studies

Present Bias in the Brain: McClure et al. (2004, 2007) identify
specific brain regions activated by all intertemporal choices (δ
region) and specific brain regions activated by present choices (β
region) for both primary and monetary rewards.
Interestingly, the present could be measured in seconds (juice
right now) or hours (Amazon gift certificate at end of experiment).
Very similar neural images.
Dovetails nicely with interpersonal correlation in discount factors
over primary and monetary rewards (Reuben et al., 2008):
ρ(δchocolate , δmoney ) ≈ 0.35∗∗∗ (N = 57).
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despite these and many other hints that time
discounting may result from distinct processes, little research to date has attempted
to directly identify the source of the tension
between short-run and long-run preferences.
The quasi-hyperbolic time-discounting
function—sometimes referred to as beta-delta

lateral prefrontal cortex and associated structures supporting higher cognitive functions.
To test this hypothesis, we measured the
brain activity of participants as they made a
series of intertemporal choices between early
monetary rewards (/R available at delay d)
and later monetary rewards (/R¶ available at

β Regions: Dopamine Happy Places

Center for the Study
Princeton University,
artment of EconomNational Bureau of
e, MA 02138, USA.
sion Sciences, Carne-
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Fig. 1. Brain regions that are preferentially activated for choices in which money is available
immediately ($ areas). (A) A random effects general linear model analysis revealed five regions
that are significantly more activated by choices with immediate rewards, implying d 0 0 (at P G
0.001, uncorrected; five contiguous voxels). These regions include the ventral striatum (VStr),
Time
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Fig. 2. Brain regions that are active while making choices independent of the delay (d) until the
first available reward (& areas). (A) A random effects general linear model analysis revealed eight
regions that are uniformly activated by all decision epochs (at P G 0.001, uncorrected; five contiguous voxels). These areas includeSprenger
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Uncomfortable Results, Existing Problems

Experiments have yet to satisfactorily address:
1

Arbitrage argument... monetary experiments should yield no
information beyond interest rates.

2

Discount factor estimates vary broadly across studies... stability?

3

Discount factor estimates are generally very low.

4

Payment reliability potentially conflated with low discount factors
and present bias.

5

Some very important, undelivered correlations... savings.
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1. Arbitrage Problems
In monetary experiments, external borrowing and lending rates matter:
If you can borrow at a lower rate than the experiment → take the
later payment.
If you can save at a higher rate than the experiment → take the
sooner payment.
Arbitrage opportunities suggest:
1

Measured discount rates should collapse to market rates. Limited
heterogeneity.

2

If individuals are credit constrained, take sooner payments to
smooth. Credit constraints should correlate with measured
patience.

3

Present bias only if arbitrage opportunities and credit constraints
are changing through time.
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1. Arbitrage Problems

But...
Discount rates are not often measured to be close to market rates.
There is substantial heterogeneity across individuals.
Meier and Sprenger (2010): Credit limits don’t correlate with
discounting or present bias.
Changes in income don’t correlate with changes in discounting or
present bias (stay tuned).
Potential Explanations:
Subjects don’t know extra-lab rates or arbitrage strategies.
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and associated rates, and subjects’ choices over payment options A and B in each of the
15 payoff alternatives in the MPL.18 These raw responses are coded as a 1, 2, . . . , or 16
corresponding to the payoff alternative at which they first choose payment option B over
payment option A; if a subject always chooses A his response is coded as a 16.19 Temporarily
ignoring the issue of censored responses, we interpret this payoff alternative as the discount
rate interval for that subject. For example, if the subject first chooses option B over option
A at payoff alternative 10, then his discount rate must lie above 19.12% but is no greater
than 22.13%.
Descriptive statistics for the entire sample and for each treatment session are reported in
Table 3. Because the ranges defining our elicitation intervals are not constant, and because

1. Arbitrage Problems

Coller and Williams (1999): Very patient sample, high stakes
($500), FED 1 month. External rate 14-18%.
Table 3.

Descriptive statistics for subject responses.
Median
Interval (%)b

% Below
median
interval

N

48.7

199

17.1

42.9

35

7.7

48.7

39

10.5–41.2

10.3

41.4

29

16.2–19.1

5.1–41.2

6.7

43.3

30

25–35

28.4–41.9

16.2–171.5

16.1%

42.9

31

10–12.5

10.5–13.3

3.1–28.4

17.1

42.9

35

Raw
responsesa

AR

AER

Interquartile
rangesc

All

10

17.5–20

19.1–22.1

7.8–41.2

1

11

20–25

22.1–28.4

7.8–41.2

2

9

15–17.5

16.2–19.1

7.8–28.4

3

10

19.1–22.1

15–17.5

Session

4

9.5

5

12

6

7

17.5–20

% Within
median
interval
4.00

a Raw responses refer to the payoff alternative at which the subject first chooses to postpone payment. b Interval (%)

refers to the discount rates defining the thresholds of the payoff alternative interval. cAER at the outer thresholds
of 25th and 75th quartiles. This can be interpreted as a 50% confidence interval centered around the median.

Condition 2 adds rate info to MPL. 3 adds extra-lab rates and
arbitrage strategy. 4 adds both. 5 pulls the FED (comparable to 1).
6 has hypothetical payments (comparable to 4).
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COLLER AND WILLIAMS

CW results open to discussion. In estimation these effects wind up:
Table 5. Maximum likelihood estimates of the IDR model.
Variable

Coefficient

Std. error

t-ratio

P-value

0.11564

Mean of X

Std. Dev. of X

Effects on mean response
Constant

133.861

85.082

1.573

AGE

1.342

1.431

0.938

0.34829

21.757

3.526

SEX

13.494

7.290

1.851

0.06417

0.559

0.498

RACE

20.814

9.989

2.084

0.03719

0.283

0.452

HHY

0.788

0.327

2.413

0.01583

22.062

25.920
39.018

PARY
HH
HH2
ARAER
MKT
REAL
ARMKT
FED

0.254

0.091

2.786

0.00533

65.283

64.283

54.778

1.174

0.24059

1.458

0.941

−14.181

11.095

−1.278

0.20120

3.006

4.546

−65.764

−70.742

−53.394

23.946
23.751
27.317

−2.746

−2.979

−1.955

0.00603

0.531

0.500

0.00290

0.480

0.501

0.05063

0.831

0.376

2.466

0.01368

0.164

0.371

69.631

−1.379

0.16798

0.853

0.355

0.00238

63.353

25.695

−96.001

Effects on residual variance
Constant

6.374

2.097

3.039

AGE

0.057

0.079

0.722

0.47030

SEX

0.564

0.477

1.182

0.23705

2.196

RACE

1.291

0.588

HHY

0.025

Sprenger 1.763
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2. Broadly Varying Empirical Results

imputed discount factor
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Figure 2. Discount Factor by Year of Study
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2. Broadly Varying Empirical Results

Potential Causes:
Varying methodologies?
Varying samples?
Instability in preferences?
“no longitudinal studies have been conducted to permit any
conclusions about the temporal stability of time preferences” (Frederick
et al., 2002, p. 391).
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Stability of Time Preferences

Stability of Time Preferences (with Stephan Meier - Columbia).
A longitudinal experimental study of time preferences.
Standard Multiple Price Lists at a Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance Site in Boston, MA. MPLs deployed as a raffle for all
tax filers.
Same methodology, same sample pool, two years. 1684 total. 250
returnees (2 TP observations).
Obtain tax data to match income and other changes to
discounting changes.
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Stability of Time Preferences
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Stability of Time Preferences
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ρ(δ2007 , δ2008 ) ≈ 0.4∗∗∗ for 250 returnees.
Changes in discounting uncorrelated with changes to income,
employment or family composition.
Possible to get stability in the distribution and high correlation at
the individual level if you control methodology and sample pool.
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3. High (Low) Average Discount Rates (Factors)

Discount rates in excess of 100% frequent. This means low
discount factors.
Several potential problems:
1
2

Utility function curvature.
Differential transaction costs or low future payment reliability.
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Utility Function Curvature and Downwards Biased
Discount Factors
Under EU we should be close to linear preferences over small
stakes (Rabin, 2000). Lots of evidence that we’re not (e.g., Holt
and Laury, 2002).
Most methodologies for calculating discount factors impose linear
preferences:
1

1

u(ct )
ct k
u(ct ) = δ k u(ct+k ); δ = ( u(c
) k → δ̂ = ( ct+k
)
t+k )

Concavity of utility in (ct , ct+k ) space generates downward biased
discounting factor estimates.
Accounting for curvature (via HL risk experiments), Andersen et al.
(2008) produce more ‘reasonable’ estimates. Discount rates move
from 28% (already v. patient due to FED and high stakes) to 10%.
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4. Payment Reliability, Low Discount Factors and
Present Bias
Low δ and present bias often generated in situations where:
1
2

Payments are hypothetical (e.g., Thaler, 1981; Ashraf et al., 2006).
Payments have differential transaction costs (in lab vs. out of lab /
No FED) (e.g., Kirby et al., 1999; Benhabib et al., 2007)

Differential transaction costs could generate low δ or present bias
(Keren and Roelofsma, 1995; Weber and Chapman, 2005).
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Payment Reliability

It is very difficult to keep all else equal with real payments.
“Real money experiments would be interesting but seem to
present enormous tactical problems. (Would subjects believe they
would get paid in five years?)”- Thaler(1981)
Objective: Tackle the tactical problem... and handle utility function
curvature.
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Estimating Time Preferences with Convex Budgets
Estimating Time Preferences with Convex Budgets (with Jim Andreoni
- UCSD)
MPLs and others ‘assume’ linear preferences.
The task asks individuals to solve:
maxct ,ct+k U(ct , ct+k )
s.t. the discrete budget:
{(1 + r )ct , ct+k )} ∈ {(m, 0), (0, m)}
Restriction to corner solutions. Problematic if there’s curvature.
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Proposed Solutions

Proposed solutions (Frederick et al., 2002):
1

Elicit utility rankings(attractiveness) at different points in time.

2

Compare temporally separated prospects. Exploit
linearity-in-probability of EU (e.g., Anderhub et al., 2001).

3

Separately elicit a preference for risk to identify concavity, and
intertemporal choice to identify discounting(e.g., Andersen et al.
2008, Tanaka et al. 2009).
Double Multiple Price List (DMPL)
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Rethinking the Standard MPL
If corner solution restrictions are the problem... connect the dots.
To identify convex preferences on ct and ct+k use a convex budget:
max U(ct , ct+k )

ct ,ct+k

subject to
(1 + r )ct + ct+k = m
This is simply a future value budget constraint.
Convex Time Budget methodology (CTB)
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Experimental Payments

To equate transaction costs of sooner and later payments:
Pre-tested forms of payment: i) emailed gift cards at Amazon, ii)
PayPal, iii) Triton Cash, iv) Personal check from ’Professor
Andreoni’ drawn on campus bank.
All payments by check.
All studies done in January...school ends in June.
Possible payment dates chosen to avoid high and low money
demand times: Valentines Day, Spring Break +/- 1 week, final
exams.
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Experimental Payments

To equate transaction costs, continued...
$10 Thank-you payment split in two–$5 sooner and $5 later.
Subjects addressed two envelopes to themselves.
Wrote amount owed, and dates, inside flap of each envelope.
All payments, including t = 0, delivered to campus mail box.
’Today’ payments guaranteed by 5pm.
Given Andreoni’s business card and told to call or email if check
doesn’t arrive. OMG!!
97% believed they would get paid.
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The Decision Environment
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Results: Aggregate Behavior
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Results: Dynamic Consistency
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t = 35 days

2

Estimating Intertemporal Preferences

maxct ,ct+k U(ct , ct+k )
subject to
(1 + r )ct + ct+k = m
Assume time-separable dynamically consistent CRRA:
U(ct , ct+k , ·) = (ct − ω1 )α + δ k (ct+k − ω2 )α
ct , ct+k are experimental earnings.
ω1 , ω2 are parameters—Stone-Geary minima or negative
background consumption.
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Consumer Optimization
Optimization implies MRS = (1 + r )
(

ct − ω1 α−1 1 k
)
( ) = (1 + r )
ct+k − ω2
δ

Substituting in the budget constraint, and rearrange to get Linear
Demand for ct :
ct = [

1
1

1 + (1 + r )(δ k (1 + r ))( α−1 )

]ω1

1

+[

(δ k (1 + r ))( α−1 )
1

1 + (1 + r )(δ k (1 + r ))( α−1 )

](m − ω2 )

or
ct = g(m, r , k ; ω1 , ω2 , δ, α)
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Intertemporal Preference Estimates

ct = g(m, r , k ; ω1 , ω2 , δ, α)
This is non-linear in many parameters of interest.
Easily estimate parameters of g(·) via non-linear least squares.
Estimate annual discount rate = ( 1δ̂ )365 − 1.
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Estimation

Annual Discount Rate
Curvature Parameter: α̂
ω̂1
ω̂2

(1)

(2)

0.298
(0.063)
0.921
(0.006)
1.372
(0.276)
0.184
(1.614)

0.367
(0.088)
0.922
(0.005)

1.356
(0.279)

ω̂1 = ω̂2

R-Squared
N
Clusters

0.4909
4365
97
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0.4907
4365
97

Estimation: Hyperbolic Discounting
Annual Ratet=0
Annual Ratet=7
Annual Ratet=35

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.283
(0.060)
0.329
(0.068)
0.267
(0.069)

0.352
(0.091)
0.401
(0.088)
0.335
(0.094)

0.285
(0.060)

0.353
(0.091)

0.372
(0.089)
0.922
(0.005)

Annual Ratet6=0
α̂
ω̂1 = ω̂2
F- Statistic (H0 : Equality)
p-value
R2

0.920
(0.006)

0.921
(0.006)

0.303
(0.067)
0.921
(0.006)

No

Yes

No

Yes

1.85
0.16

2.25
0.11

0.34
0.56

0.37
0.55

0.4911

0.4910

0.4909

0.4908
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Comparison with DMPL Results

Discount rates much lower than generally obtained.
Curvature much closer to linear utility than DMPL estimates.
Andersen et al. α̂ ≈ 0.25
Additionally obtained: 3 standard MPLs and 2 Holt-Laury risk
price list tasks.
Calculate d = daily discount factor and a = CRRA parameter
following standard practice.
Median d = 0.9976 → Annual rate ≈ 137%. (N = 87)
Median a = 0.5125. (N = 79)
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Correlation of CTB and DMPL Results
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Daily
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Daily
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<Discount
Discount
.001)
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Findings and Future Work

We estimate discounting and curvature from a single instrument.
1

2

3

Lower discount rates than previously obtained. → curvature
matters. δ̂ correlates with d. Bias correlates with α̂.
Less aggregate present bias than previously obtained. →
transaction costs? reproducibility?
Find limited, though significant, utility function curvature. No
correlation between α̂ and a. → differential stimuli? Should we be
using risk experiments to identify curvature?
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Risk Preferences are Not Time Preferences

Risk Preferences are Not Time Preferences (with Jim Andreoni UCSD)
In the first paper we did a good job eliminating payment risk.
Here, systematically add risk back in. Why?
Explore risk and curvature.
Explore risk and present bias.
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Risk Preferences are Not Time Preferences
Consider a CTB where ct is paid with probability p1 and ct+k is paid
with probability p2 .
Marginal condition under DEU:
u 0 (ct )
p2
= (1 + r )
=θ
p1
δ k u 0 (ct+k )
Expect identical responses in cases where

p20
p10

=

p2
p1

Paper-and-pencil: t = 7, k = 28, 56, within subject (N = 80).
Risk conditions:
(p1 , p2 ) = (1, 1), (.5, .5), (1, .8), (.5, .4), (.8, 1), (.4, .5)
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Results: Certain and Uncertain Utility
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Substantial violation of DEU.
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+/- 1.96 S.E.
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Parameter Estimates
(1)

(3)

0.988
(0.002)
0.885
(0.017)

0.988
(0.002)
0.883
(0.017)
0.284
(0.037)

0.982
(0.002)

α̂
α̂(1,1)
α̂(0.5,0.5)
Annual Rate

0.274
(0.035)

Annual Rate(1,1)

3.608
(0.339)

0.282
(0.036)
0.315
(0.088)
2.417
(0.418)

2.414
(0.418)

0.642
2240
80

0.673
2240
80

0.673
2240
80

Annual Rate(0.5,0.5)
ω̂

(2)

R2
N
Clusters
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Results: Certain and Uncertain Utility
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Interpreting These Results
Substantially less curvature for certain payments.
U with certainty > U with uncertainty
(violates independence, may violate continuity)
Some help from Allais in interpreting our DEU violation. His
motivation for the Allais Paradox: “Limiting consideration to the
mathematical expectations of the Bi involves neglecting the basic
element characterizing psychology vis-a-vis risk, ....(which is) the
very strong preference for security in the neighborhood of
certainty.”(p.6)
“To have a marked preference for security in the neighborhood of
certainty is not more irrational than preferring roast beef to
chicken.”(p. 7) - (Allais, 2008)
Maybe our result is akin to the Allais Paradox.
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Results: Present Bias as Common Ratio Paradox
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But... When Everything is Uncertain
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Interesting... more to come
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5. Undelivered Correlations I
Time preferences are theoretically important for all sorts of
problems.
The current list of experimentally undelivered correlations is large:
1

Savings behavior. A standard Euler equation suggests that
preferences should matter. But evidence shows retirement savings
uncorrelated with preferences:
Hypothetical risk and time questions (Ameriks et al., 2003; Barsky et
al., 1997).
Consumption growth rates (Bernheim et al., 2001).

“This suggests that a variety of factors (including differences in
patience...) fail to provide even contributory explanations for the
observed variations in wealth." - Bernheim et al. (2001)
2

Credit default. Present benefits of not paying. Future costs of
financial exclusion.
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5. Undelivered Correlations II

3

4

Diet, exercise, smoking ... pretty low existing correlations (Chabris
et al., 2008).
And a whole bunch more...
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The End

Thank You!
csprenge@ucsd.edu
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